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ProteoViz: a tool for the analysis and interactive
visualization of phosphoproteomics data†
Aaron J. Storey,a Kevin S. Naceanceno,a Renny S. Lan,a Charity L. Washam,ab
Lisa M. Orr,a Samuel G. Mackintosh,a Alan J. Tackett,ab Rick D. Edmondson,c
Zhengyu Wang,d Hong-yu Li,d Brendan Frett, d Samantha Kendrick*a and
Stephanie D. Byrum *ab
Quantitative proteomics generates large datasets with increasing depth and quantitative information.
With the advance of mass spectrometry and increasingly larger data sets, streamlined methodologies
and tools for analysis and visualization of phosphoproteomics are needed both at the protein and
modified peptide levels. To assist in addressing this need, we developed ProteoViz, which includes a set
of R scripts that perform normalization and diﬀerential expression analysis of both the proteins and
enriched phosphorylated peptides, and identify sequence motifs, kinases, and gene set enrichment
pathways. The tool generates interactive visualization plots that allow users to interact with the
phosphoproteomics results and quickly identify proteins and phosphorylated peptides of interest for
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their biological study. The tool also links significant phosphosites with sequence motifs and pathways

DOI: 10.1039/c9mo00149b

workflow and demonstrate its functionality by analyzing a phosphoproteomic data set from two

that will help explain the experimental conditions and guide future experiments. Here, we present the
lymphoma cell lines treated with kinase inhibitors. The scripts and data are freely available at https://

rsc.li/molomics

github.com/ByrumLab/ProteoViz and via the ProteomeXchange with identifier PXD015606.

Introduction
The field of proteomics has developed significantly in recent
years,1,2 allowing for an unprecedented view of the proteome
and post-translationally modified proteome. Advances in sample preparation,3–5 instrumentation,6 and data acquisition7–9
have culminated in increasingly large biological datasets containing precise measurements of thousands of proteins and
modifications from dozens of samples. The ability to increase
sequencing depth for quantitation has led to a greater number
of differentially abundant features in a given experiment, which
in turn provides a more comprehensive view of how biological
perturbations affect the proteome, modified proteome, and
ultimately phenotype.
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Protein phosphorylation is a ubiquitous post-translational
modification (PTM) aﬀecting nearly every biological pathway.10
Signal transduction cascades, metabolic pathways, regulation
of DNA replication, repair, and gene expression, are all regulated in part by dynamic phosphorylation. With the advancement
in mass spectrometry technology, it is now feasible to quantify
more than 10 000 phosphorylation sites in a single study. The
increase of sequencing depth requires new tools to analyze all
of the peptides. Therefore, we developed ProteoViz as a tool for
the analysis and visualization of proteins and phosphorylated
peptides. ProteoViz starts with the MaxQuant database search
results, a sample metadata file, and a contrast matrix file as
inputs and performs limma diﬀerential expression at both the
protein and phosphopeptide levels, motif sequence analysis,
and pathway analysis. The results are displayed in an interactive dashboard to allow investigators to quickly interpret the
results.
The dashboard is powered by Shiny, an R package, which
enables the construction of interactive HTML documents using
only R code. Since bioinformatics is routinely performed using
the R programming language, the output of a bioinformatics
pipeline can be passed into an interactive dashboard without
having to learn a new programming language. In turn, the
dashboards allow the end user to access and eﬃciently process
the data from a web browser without having to learn R.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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The VAL cell line was previously obtained from Dr Staudt (NCI)
and the SUDHL5 cell line was purchased from the American
Type Culture Collection (CRL-2958). Both diﬀuse large B-cell
lymphoma cell lines were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial
Institute (RPMI) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cell lines were tested
for mycoplasma every 6 months using the MycoAlert Plus
detection kit (Lonza) with the MycoAlert Assay control set
and authenticated by the University of Arizona Genetics Core
(Tucson, AZ) using the PowerPlex 16 System (Promega), which
consists of forensic-style 15 autosomal short tandem repeat
(STR) loci, including 13 combined DNA index system (CODIS)
DNA markers (nine of the standard loci collected by ATCC),
amelogenin, and a mouse-specific locus, every 12 months.

Buffer A contains 0.5% acetonitrile and 10 mM ammonium
hydroxide. Buffer B contains 10 mM ammonium hydroxide in
acetonitrile. Each super-fraction was then further separated by
reverse phase XSelect CSH C18 2.5 mm resin (Waters) on an
in-line 150  0.075 mm column using an UltiMate 3000
RSLCnano system (Thermo). Peptides were eluted using a
60 min gradient from 97 : 3 to 60 : 40 buffer A : B ratio. Here,
buffer A contains 0.1% formic acid and 0.5% acetonitrile and
buffer B contains 0.1% formic acid and 99.9% acetonitrile.
Eluted peptides were ionized by electrospray (2.15 kV) followed
by mass spectrometric analysis on an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos
mass spectrometer (Thermo) using multi-notch MS3 parameters. MS data were acquired using the FTMS analyzer in
top-speed profile mode at a resolution of 120 000 over a range of
375 to 1500 m/z. Following CID activation with normalized
collision energy of 35.0, MS/MS data were acquired using the
ion trap analyzer in centroid mode and normal mass range.
Using synchronous precursor selection, up to 10 MS/MS precursors were selected for HCD activation with normalized collision
energy of 65.0, followed by acquisition of MS3 reporter ion data
using the FTMS analyzer in profile mode at a resolution of
50 000 over a range of 100–500 m/z. A sample preparation
workflow is described in Fig. 1A.

Sample preparation

Database search

Cells were grown to confluence at 490% viability before setting
in 25 mL cell culture flask at a density of 250 000 cells per mL
and equilibrated overnight. Cells were then treated with vehicle
(0.1% DMSO), iCCK1 (inhibitor of cell cycle kinase 1), or iCCK2
and incubated for 96 hours at 37 1C, 5% CO2. The final
concentrations for iCCK1 treatment were 240 nM or 80 nM,
VAL or SUDHL5, respectively. For iCCK2 treatment, both VAL
and SUDHL5 received 470 nM. Three independent treatments
were performed and cell pellets from each were harvested by
centrifugation (400g, 5 min) and washed three times with
1 PBS (pH = 7.4) before flash freezing in liquid nitrogen. Cell
pellets were stored at 80 1C before the triplicate samples were
submitted for proteomic analysis.

Proteins were identified and reporter ions quantified by searching
the UniprotKB Homo sapiens database (April 2019) using
MaxQuant (version 1.6.5.0, Max Planck Institute) with a parent
ion tolerance of 3 ppm, a fragment ion tolerance of 0.5 Da,
a reporter ion tolerance of 0.001 Da, trypsin/P enzyme with
2 missed cleavages, variable modifications including oxidation
on M, acetyl on protein N-term, and phosphorylation on STY,
and fixed modification of carbamidomethyl on C. Protein
identifications were accepted if they could be established with
less than 1.0% false discovery. Proteins identified only by
modified peptides were removed. Protein probabilities were
assigned by the Protein Prophet algorithm [Anal. Chem., 2003,
75, 4646–4658].
TMT MS3 reporter ion intensity values were analyzed for
changes in total protein using the un-enriched lysate sample.
Phospho(STY) modifications were identified using the samples
enriched for phosphorylated peptides. The enriched and
un-enriched samples were multiplexed using two TMT10-plex
batches, one for the enriched and one for the un-enriched
samples.

Here, we describe the components of ProteoViz and demonstrate their use on a phosphoproteomic study, in which two
diﬀuse large B-cell lymphoma cell lines were treated with one of
two inhibitors of a cell cycle kinase (iCCK1 or iCCK2).

Methods
Cell culturing

Mass spectrometry
Purified proteins were reduced, alkylated, and digested using
filter-aided sample preparation [Nat. Methods, 2009, 6, 359–362].
Tryptic peptides were labeled using a tandem mass tag (TMT)
10-plex isobaric label reagent set (Thermo) and enriched using
a High-Select TiO2 phosphopeptide enrichment kit (Thermo)
following the manufacturer’s instructions with the following
slight modifications. The centrifugation speed was reduced for
sample loading from 1000g to 700g, and an additional phosphopeptide elution step was performed after the recommended
elution steps, using 50 ml of 1 : 1 H20 : ACN with 10 mM NH4OH.
Both enriched and un-enriched labeled peptides were separated
into 36 fractions on a 100  1.0 mm Acquity BEH C18 column
(Waters) using an UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system (Thermo) with a
40 min gradient from 99 : 1 to 60 : 40 buffer A : B ratio under basic
(pH 10) conditions, and then consolidated into 12 super-fractions.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Data analysis using ProteoViz
In order to use ProteoViz a few input files are required in the R
project folder. The MaxQuant database result files should
be saved in a ‘‘txt’’ folder and must include the ‘‘ProteinGroups.txt’’ and the ‘‘Phospho(STY)Sites.txt’’ files (Tables S1
and S2, ESI†). A ‘‘database’’ folder should include the
‘‘ptm.sig.db.all.flanking.human.v1.8.1.gmt’’ file for the PTMSig/
ssGSEA analysis, and the ‘‘Human_entrez_map.tsv.gz’’ and
‘‘msigdb.v6.2.entrez.gmt’’ files for the Ensemble of Gene Set
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Fig. 1 Overview of ProteoViz workflow. (A) The workflow from sample preparation, the mass spectrometric methods, and the data analysis using
ProteoViz. Two cell lines were treated with and without iCCK1 or iCCK2 kinase inhibitors, cell lysates were FASP digested and labeled with tandem mass
tags. Each sample was split with 10% of the sample prepared for total protein analysis and 90% of the sample underwent a TiO2 Phosphopeptide
enrichment. The samples were fractionated using oﬄine high pH reverse-phase UHPLC fractionation, analyzed by Oribitrap Fusion Lumos, and followed
by a MaxQuant database search. The MaxQuant output files were then imported into ProteoViz for protein and phosphosite statistical analysis and
displayed in an interactive Shiny dashboard. (B) The user supplied input files connected to the MaxQuant output files and how each connect to the
ProteoViz analytical workflow.

Enrichment Analyses (EGSEA) analysis. All R scripts are saved
in a ‘‘src’’ folder. A Sample_metadata.tsv and a contrast_matrix.tsv
file should be created and saved in the R project folder. The
Sample_metadata.tsv file includes the column names for the TMT
MS3 reporter ion corrected intensities from the MaxQuant
output, the sample names that match the TMT reporter ion
channels, and the group and replicate information (Table 1).
The names listed in the Sample_metadata.tsv file is then
translated into the visualization plots. The contrast_matrix.tsv
file includes the sample group comparisons that will be used in

318 | Mol. Omics, 2020, 16, 316--326

the limma statistical analysis (Table 2). Once all the files are
in the appropriate folders, each of the R scripts are run in
consecutive order.
The output files are saved in a ‘‘data’’ folder and includes
the protein_limma_input.tsv, protein_limma_output.tsv, protein_
metadata.tsv, phospho_limma_input.tsv, phospho_limma_output.tsv, phospho_metadat.tsv, protein_summarized_data.tsv,
and the phospho_summarized_data.tsv files. The results from
the PTM signatures database (PTMsig)11 and EGSEA12 are saved
in separate folders in the ‘‘data’’ folder. These files are used to

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Table 1 Sample metadata file for specifying sample names and statistics groups. The sample column matches the column names of the MaxQuant
search output. The enrichment, batch, and pool columns denote phosphoenrichment status, batch number, and pooled reference status. Each sample is
given a unique name in the Sample_name column, and designated to a model group for use in statistics testing

Sample

Enrichment

Batch

Replicate

Reporter_intensity_corrected_4_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_5_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_6_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_1_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_2_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_3_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_7_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_8_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_9_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_10_TMT1
Reporter_intensity_corrected_4_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_5_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_6_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_1_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_8_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_3_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_7_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_2_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_9_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_10_TMT2
Reporter_intensity_corrected_4_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_5_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_6_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_1_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_2_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_3_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_7_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_8_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_9_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_10_TMT1phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_4_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_5_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_6_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_1_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_8_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_3_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_7_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_2_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_9_TMT2phos
Reporter_intensity_corrected_10_TMT2phos

Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Lysate
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos
Phos

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Table 2 Contrast matrix file setup. The contrast matrix file details the
model groups, which are compared for each statistical test. The names
follow the contrast nomenclature from the Limma package

Contrast_name
Cell2_DMSO – Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_inhibitor1 – Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_inhibitor2 – Cell1_DMSO
Cell2_inhibitor1 – Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_inhibitor2 – Cell2_DMSO

generate the interactive plots in the Shiny dashboard. The sample
preparation, mass spectrometric, and ProteoViz workflow is shown
in Fig. 1. The input and output files for each ProteoViz script are
listed in Table 3.
Script 1: generate metadata
The ProteoViz includes six R scripts for processing the database
search results directly from MaxQuant13 proteinGroups.txt
and phospho(STY)Sites.txt output files. The ID column in the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Pool

Sample_name

Model_group

Cell1_DMSO_1
Cell1_DMSO_2
Cell1_DMSO_3
Cell1_inhibitor1_1
Cell1_inhibitor1_2
Cell1_inhibitor1_3
Cell1_inhibitor2_1
Cell1_inhibitor2_2
Cell1_inhibitor2_3

Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor2
Cell1_inhibitor2
Cell1_inhibitor2

Cell2_DMSO_1
Cell2_DMSO_2
Cell2_DMSO_3
Cell2_inhibitor1_1
Cell2_inhibitor1_2
Cell2_inhibitor1_3
Cell2_inhibitor2_1
Cell2_inhibitor2_2
Cell2_inhibitor2_3

Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor2
Cell2_inhibitor2
Cell2_inhibitor2

Cell1_DMSO_1
Cell1_DMSO_2
Cell1_DMSO_3
Cell1_inhibitor1_1
Cell1_inhibitor1_2
Cell1_inhibitor1_3
Cell1_inhibitor2_1
Cell1_inhibitor2_2
Cell1_inhibitor2_3

Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_DMSO
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor1
Cell1_inhibitor2
Cell1_inhibitor2
Cell1_inhibitor2

Cell2_DMSO_1
Cell2_DMSO_2
Cell2_DMSO_3
Cell2_inhibitor1_1
Cell2_inhibitor1_2
Cell2_inhibitor1_3
Cell2_inhibitor2_1
Cell2_inhibitor2_2
Cell2_inhibitor2_3

Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_DMSO
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor1
Cell2_inhibitor2
Cell2_inhibitor2
Cell2_inhibitor2

POOL
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
POOL
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
POOL
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
POOL

proteinGroups.txt file is the same as the Protein group ID
column in the phospho(STY)Sites.txt file and vice versa, allowing
users to link modified peptides to the total protein intensity. The
first script, S1_Make_metadata.R, utilizes the tidyverse package to
extract the Protein ID, Fasta header, Score, proteinGroups.txt file
ID, phospho(STY)Sites.txt ID, protein description, the gene name,
and the Uniprot ID into a new ‘‘Protein_metadata.txt’’ file that is
used in a downstream analysis step to link the protein information with the phosphorylated peptides.
Script 1 also generates a ‘‘Phospho_metatdata.txt’’ file that
contains the protein accession, the position of the PTM within
the protein, Fasta header, localization probability, score diﬀ,
PEP, Score, the amino acid that is modified, the peptide
sequence, the phospho(STY) probabilities within the sequence,
charge, phosphoSites.txt ID, peptide id, protein group id,
description of the protein, gene name, Uniprot ID, and the
flanking sequence. The flanking sequence is the modified amino
acid plus/minus 7 amino acids. This information is used in the
PTMsig analysis to identify sequence motifs.

Mol. Omics, 2020, 16, 316--326 | 319
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Table 3 ProteoViz analysis scripts input and output files. Each script requires certain input files and these are listed with the directory location. The
output files from the scripts become the input file for the following script. All of the output files are loaded into the Shiny scripts and visualized in an
interactive Shiny Dashboard

Function

Script

Input files

Output files

Create metadata

S1_Make_metadata.R

txt/proteinGroups.txt
txt/Phospho(STY)Sites.txt

data/Protein_metadata.tsv
data/Phospho_metadata.tsv

Protein statistical
analysis

S2_Protein_Limma.R

txt/proteinGroups.txt

data/Normalized_proteingroup_
intensities.tsv
data/Protein_limma_input.tsv
data/Protein_limma_output.tsv
data/Protein_summarized_data.tsv

Sample_metadata.tsv
contrast_matrix.tsv
data/Protein_metadata.tsv
Phosphosite statistical
analysis

S3_Phospho_Limma.R

txt/Phospho(STY)Sites.txt
data/Phospho_metadata.tsv
Sample_metadata.tsv
contrast_matrix.tsv
data/Normalized_proteingroup_
intensities.tsv

data/Phospho_limma_input.tsv
data/Phospho_limma_output.tsv
data/Phospho_summarized_data.tsv

PTMsig: phosphosite
kinase, perturbations,
and pathway analysis

S4_Make_PTMsig_gct_input.R

txt/Phospho(STY)Sites.txt
Sample_metadata.tsv

data/PTMsig/Phospho_PTMsig_input.gct

PTMsig: phosphosite
kinase, perturbations,
and pathway analysis

S5_Run_PTMsig_ssGSEA.R

data/PTMsig/Phospho_PTMsig_input.gct

data/PTMsig/output/outputcombined.gct
data/PTMsig/output/output-fdrpvalues.gct
data/PTMsig/output/output-pvalues.gct
data/PTMsig/output/output-scores.gct

EGSEA: protein pathway
analysis

S6_Run_EGSEA.R

txt/proteinGroups.txt
Sample_metadata.tsv
contrast_matrix.tsv
databases/Human_entrez_map.tsv.gz
databases/msigdb.v6.2.entrez.gmt

data/Protein_EGSEA_input.tsv
data/EGSEA/EGSEA_test_results.tsv
data/EGSEA/EGSEA_comparison.tsv

Shiny dashboard
visualization

S7A_Shiny_setup.R
S7B_Shiny_UI.R
S7C_Shiny_server.R

Sample_metadata.tsv
contrast_matrix.tsv
data/Protein_limma_input.tsv
data/Protein_limma_output.tsv
data/Protein_metadata.tsv
data/Phospho_metadata.tsv
data/Phospho_limma_input.tsv
data/Phospho_limma_output.tsv
data/PTMsig/output/output-combined.gct
databases/ptm.sig.db.all.flanking.
human.v1.8.1.gmt
data/PTMsig/Phospho_PTMsig_input.gct
data/Protein_EGSEA_input.tsv
databases/msigdb.v6.2.entrez.gmt
data/EGSEA/EGSEA_test_results.tsv
data/EGSEA/EGSEA_comparison.tsv

Plots in the Shiny dashboard

databases/ptm.sig.db.all.flanking.
human.v1.8.1.gmt

Script 2: protein statistical analysis
The second R script, S2_Protein_Limma.R, is used to run
statistical analysis of the protein data using the R packages
tidyverse and limma.14 First, the proteinGroups.txt output from
MaxQuant is imported into R. A ‘‘Sample_metadata.tsv’’ file is
also imported, which contains the TMT MS3 reporter intensity
column names for each sample from the proteinGroups.txt file,
the enrichment status (lysate or phospho enriched), the treatment condition, cell line, batch, replicate, pool sample, sample
name, and sample group. A contrast_matrix.tsv file is imported
to indicate the statistical comparisons of interest.
The proteinGroups.txt file is first filtered to remove any
proteins that are flagged as reverse, potential contaminants,

320 | Mol. Omics, 2020, 16, 316--326

or only identified by site. These columns are included in the
MaxQuant output. Proteins with missing values or quantitative
values equal to zero are also removed, and the remaining
intensity values are log2 transformed. A pool sample (equal
mix of all samples across all TMT batches) is used to normalize
batch eﬀects. The log2 intensities for each protein within a
sample are normalized by subtracting the mean of the log2 pool
intensity.
log2 normalized protein intensity = log2 protein intensity
mean(log2 pool intensity)
Missing relative abundances are imputed with a log2 relative
abundance of 0. This method is eﬀective for multi-batch TMT

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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data sets because there are very few within-batch missing values.
Alternate methods for data normalization and imputation can be
applied during this step. The normalized protein intensities are
written to a file for downstream visualization. Limma is then
applied to the normalize protein intensities using the previously
imported contrast_matrix.tsv and the Sample_metadata.tsv files.
We apply lmFit followed by eBayes for diﬀerential analysis. The
results are written to a Protein_limma_output.tsv file and used for
downstream visualization.
Script 3: phosphosite statistical analysis
Similar to the protein analysis, the phospho(STY)Sites are also
analyzed using limma but with a few additional pre-processing
steps. Script 3, S3_Phospho_Limma.R, is used to import the
‘‘Phospho(STY)Sites.txt’’ file from MaxQuant output, import the
Sample_metadata.tsv, import the normalized protein intensities from script 2, and import the contrast_matrix.tsv file. The
phosphosites are then filtered to retain only peptides with a
localization probability 4 75%, filter peptides with zero values,
and log2 transform.
The peptide intensities are also normalized to the pool
intensities as is done in the protein analysis. Additionally,
proteins and phosphorylated peptides are matched so that we
relate the protein information to the phosphorylated peptide.
The protein log2 relative abundance is then subtracted from the
phosphorylated peptide log2 relative abundance in order to
evaluate whether the diﬀerences in the PTMs between sample
groups is related to the modification and not simply due to
changes in protein abundance. Limma lmFit and eBayes functions are then applied to the normalized phosphosite data.
The limma input and output files are written to files in the
‘‘data’’ folder and used for downstream visualization.

Molecular Omics
PADOG, camera, and GSVA) and calculates a collective significance score for each gene set.12 Script 6 imports the normalized
protein data set and matches the UniprotKB IDs with entrez ID
using the Human_entrez_map.tsv.gz. The EGSEA algorithms,
gene sets, and parameters can be defined within the script. The
results are visualized in a Shiny dashboard.
Script 7: Shiny dashboard
Three scripts are used to generate the Shiny dashboard visualization tool, Shiny_setup.R, Shiny_UI.R, and Shiny_server.R.
Shiny_setup.R imports the data output from the previous data
analysis R scripts including, the protein and phosphosite
limma output, the protein and phosphosite metadata, the
sample metadata, contrast matrix, the PTM-SEA and EGSEA
output. Shiny_UI.R creates the user interface that is displayed
in the dashboard. Shiny_server.R generates the visualization
tool. An additional visualization tool is included in the Shiny_
server script to investigate sequence motifs using the ggseqlogo
package.
R/bioconductor packages
Dashboard was constructed using Shiny (1.3.2) and
Shinydashboard (0.7.1). Interactive volcano plots were generated
using plotly (4.9.0). Interactive heat maps were constructed using
the library heatmaply (0.16.0). The Cowplot (0.9.4) library was
used for parallel construction of graphics, and the ggsci (2.9)
library was used for color themes. The motifx15 algorithm was
called using the rmotifx (1.0) algorithm. Sequence motif plots
were constructed using ggseqlogo (0.1). Data frame manipulation
was performed using the dplyr (0.8.1) library, and reshape2
(1.4.3). The tidyverse (1.2.1) library was used throughout project
development and deployment.

Script 4–6: function and pathway analysis
The PTM signatures database (PTMsigDB) is used to identify
modification site-specific signatures of perturbations, kinase
activities, and signaling pathways (http://prot-shiny-vm.
broadinstitute.org:3838/ptmsigdb-app/). Script 4 reformats the
normalized phosphosite intensities into the proper format to
run Single Sample Gene Set Enrichment analysis (ssGSEA2) and
PTM Enrichment Analysis (PTM-SEA). The PTM signatures
curated from Krug et al.11 use seven amino acids upstream
and downstream of the phosphorylated residue to annotate
phosphosites. This method is less aﬀected by changes in the
protein FASTA sequence that would alter its position relative to
the first amino acid of the protein (insertions, deletions, splice
variations, and initiator methionine removal).
Script 5 defines the ssGSEA and PTM-SEA parameters and
runs the analysis. The PTMsigDB signature database, ptm.
sig.db.all.flanking.human.v1.8.1.gmt was used for the analysis
presented here. The results are displayed in a downstream
Shiny dashboard visualization tool.
Additionally, we also utilize the EGSEA to identify important
gene sets from the diﬀerential expression of the protein data.
The EGSEA package analyzes twelve prominent GSE algorithms
(ora, glabaltest, plage, safe, zscore, gage, ssgsea, roast, fry,
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Results
ProteoViz was developed to analyze and visualize phosphoproteomics data in order to enhance our biological understanding
of phosphorylated proteins under certain conditions. ProteoViz
incorporates six analytical R scripts and three Shiny R scripts as
a tool set to analyze phosphoproteomics data sets from the
MaxQuant search results all the way to gene set enrichment
analysis, PTM enrichment analysis, and delivery of the results
in an interactive format. The graphical displays allow the user
to adjust diﬀerent settings to plot volcano plots, heatmaps,
sequence motifs, kinase activity, and pathways for both protein
and phosphosite data. It is a powerful tool to investigate protein
level changes compared to protein activity changes due to
phosphorylation modifications.
Overview of the ProteoViz dashboard
The first step of the pipeline is to create a new R project, and
add folders titled src, txt, doc, data, and an optional doc folder.
The R scripts are added to the src folder, and MaxQuant search
results are added to the txt folder (Fig. S1, ESI†). Data output is
saved to the data folder. Next, a ‘‘sample_metadata.txt’’ file is
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created. This file is used to select columns from the MaxQuant
search results, provide grouping variables for normalization
(batch, pool), and assign a ‘‘model group’’ name for running
statistical analyses. Specific comparisons are declared in the
‘‘contrast_matrix.txt’’ folder, and follow the standard contrast
matrix nomenclature from the limma package.
After creating the R project, adding scripts and MaxQuant
results, and preparing the necessary sample and contrast files,
the six analytical R scripts can be run in ascending order. In the
current version, the data are normalized assuming a multibatch TMT project with a pooled reference. If a single TMT
batch is used, then the code should be altered to calculate
relative abundance without the use of a pooled reference. The
statistical methods use log2 relative abundances for diﬀerential
abundance, thus the code can be customized for alternate
experimental designs, given the quantitative values are represented as normalized log2 relative abundances. The scripts can
be customized to calculate log2 relative abundances from labelfree quantitation (LFQ) data, so long as the data is adequately
normalized and missing values are handled.
After processing the MaxQuant search results using the 6
analytical R scripts, the three Shiny scripts can be run to create
the Shiny dashboard. The setup script loads necessary packages
and data into an R session. The UI script creates the user
interface, and the server script defines the server-side logic for
rendering plots and storing reactive objects. These three scripts
can be combined into a single ‘‘App.R’’ script, which can be
uploaded and hosted at Shinyapps.io. Fig. 1 represents an
overview of the Shiny dashboard displaying the results from
the phosphopeptide analysis. The down-regulated significant proteins in the volcano plot are selected, rendering the
sequence motif and a heatmap of the phosphorylated peptides.
The dashboard is interactive allowing users to switch between
sample group comparisons, select phosphopeptides from the
limma significant results displayed in the Volcano plot, generate interactive heatmaps, and investigate sequence motifs.
The protein tab on the left side bar displays volcano and
interactive heatmaps for the protein level analysis. The PTMSig
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and EGSEA tabs display the kinase and gene set enrichment
results.
Interactive volcano plot
Although null hypothesis statistical tests can be summarized
in terms of fold change and p-values, phosphosite measurements contain many metadata parameters that are essential
for biological interpretation alongside the statistical results.
The protein phosphorylation site, localization probability, and
number of additional phosphosites are important to consider
when designing validation experiments. This type of multiparameter design becomes diﬃcult when interpreting the results
of hundreds or thousands of statistically diﬀerent phosphosites
across several experimental groups simultaneously. To streamline this process, we utilize the plotly library to generate
interactive volcano plots, which allow for quick access to
important phosphosite metadata during the analysis (Fig. 1–3).
A volcano plot displaying log2 fold change and log10 adjusted
p values for all phosphosites is generated. The volcano plot is
specific for the statistical contrast displayed in the panel above
the plot, and can be adjusted by selecting a different contrast
in the panel. Hovering over a point will display the protein
name, gene name, phosphosite position, localization probability,
identification score, and flanking amino acid sequence for the
indicated data point (Fig. 2). Selecting points in the volcano plot
renders the ggseqlogo analysis and generates a table of sequence
motifs. The motif of interest can be copied from the table and
pasted into the motif parameter textbox to filter the volcano plot.
Interactive heatmap
Selecting multiple points from the volcano plot renders a
heatmap of quantitative values of the selected phosphosites
for all of the samples in the data set (Fig. 3). Heatmaps of the
quantitative values for each sample allows for visual inspection
of the within-group variance, which is necessary to consider
when selecting features for validation studies. Additionally,
creating heatmaps of phosphosites from all samples reveals how
the diﬀerentially abundant features from the specified contrast

Fig. 2 Interactive view of metadata for significantly altered phosphosites. Phosphosite diﬀerential abundance is plotted in a volcano plot for the VAL
iCCK1 treatment versus the VAL DMSO control. Hovering over a point renders a text box displaying the protein and gene name, phosphosite position,
identification score, localization probability, and flanking amino acid sequence.
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Fig. 3 Heatmap of selected phosphosites from Volcano plot. Selecting multiple points from the volcano plot renders a heatmap of these features,
allowing for inspection of within-group variance and comparison of diﬀerential abundance across additional groups in the data. Upregulated
phosphosites, outlined by a box in the volcano plot, from the SUDHL5 iCCK1–SUDHL5 DMSO comparison were selected for plotting a heatmap. The
heatmap displays the scaled normalized values. The phosphosite effects were strongly similar in SUDHL5_iCCK2. These phosphosites tend to be
upregulated in VAL following iCCK treatment, but are not significant and are inhibitor-specific.

relate to all samples. For instance, plotting the upregulated
phosphosites from the SUDHL5_iCCK1–SUDHL5_DMSO comparison shows that both inhibitors (iCCK1 and iCCK2) exhibit similar
effects on the SUDHL5 cell line (Fig. 3). However, the effects on
the VAL cell line are more distinct and display an inhibitorspecific effect. The differential cell line response is not surprising
since the SUDHL5 cells are derived from a female adolescent
lymphoma patient (17 yo) while the VAL cells are from a female
adult (50 yo). The differential protein expression patterns from the
SUDHL5 – VAL untreated samples were enriched in expected
pathways, with the gene ontology terms ovulation cycle process,
ovulation cycle, ovarian follicle development, and female sex
differentiation among the top six significantly affected pathways.
There is an increasing recognition that lymphoma in the adolescent and young adult (AYA) setting has a specific oncogenic
signature and an inferior response to therapy compared to adult
disease.16 The unique protein profiles identified in this study
supports the capability of proteomic methodologies coupled to
ProteoViz for detecting age-related biological differences.
Motif analysis
Protein phosphorylation networks are regulated by kinases and
phosphatases, with varying degrees of sequence motif specificity. A frequent question in discovery phosphoproteomics
is whether a sequence motif is overrepresented in the list
of significantly altered phosphosites. An identified sequence
motif may help foster a biological mechanism for the observed
results. Several algorithms for sequence motif analysis are
described and utilized.17 The motifx algorithm is the most
common algorithm for sequence motif analysis; however, the
approach has a tendency to generate false positive results.18
To enable motif analysis and promote scrutiny of the results,
we utilized the rmotifx algorithm to identify overrepresented
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sequence motifs within phosphoproteomic data sets, and
applied a motif filter to relate the statistical output back to
the original data. An example data set is shown in Fig. 4. Panel
A shows a volcano plot of all quantified phosphosites and the
associated sequence logo. Selecting the upregulated region and
running motifx yielded a list of significantly overrepresented
sequence motifs in this region. The data was then filtered using
the motif enrichment parameters box in the dashboard, for two
significant sequence motifs Q[ST]P and [ST]P.K, and were
plotted in panels B and C. Graphical display of the filtered
motifs allows for easier estimation of the magnitude and
specificity of the biological eﬀect. The predominant upregulation of the [ST]P phospho-motif is consistent with activation of
CDK1/2 kinases, which was also detected in the PTM-signature
enrichment for SUDHL5-iCCK1 and SUDHL5-iCCK2. The
predominant downregulation of serine phospho-motifs is also
consistent with the inhibition of the serine/threonine cell cycle
kinase. Additionally, the user interface contains slider inputs to
adjust the parameters for the motifx algorithm, including
sequence window size and minimum number of sequences
for a tested motif. The sequence logos can then be saved and
downloaded as a.tiﬀ image of a specified dpi resolution, width,
and height.
Kinase activity and gene set enrichment analysis
A frequent goal of discovery proteomics studies is to identify
significantly altered pathways between two experimental conditions. Pathway analysis enables visualization of potential
higher-level mechanisms of action underlying the experimental
perturbation and may detect minute diﬀerences in abundance
at the protein level that taken together, manifest in meaningful
biological diﬀerences. Our platform integrates pathway analysis
by utilizing the functions from the EGSEA package to test for
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Fig. 4 Graphical output of motifx Sequence motif analysis supplements statistical results. A volcano plot of phosphoproteomics data is displayed in
panel A along with the sequence motifs for all peptides. The downregulated region in the volcano plot was selected for sequence motif analysis using the
rmotifx library. The data was then filtered for only phosphosites containing the Q[ST]P or [ST]P.K motifs, and the volcano and motifs were replotted
in panel (B) and (C), respectively.

Fig. 5 Inspection of gene set enrichment results. (A) Pathways meeting the significance score for each comparison are displayed in a heatmap. Colors
depict the significance score, which aggregates multiple gene set enrichment outputs into a value from 0 to 100. Clicking a region on the EGSEA
heatmap renders a relative abundance heatmap for the selected pathway, such as the BASSO_CD40_Signaling_UP pathway (B) and the
FISCHER_G2_M_CELL_CYCLE pathway (C).
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significant diﬀerences in gene sets from the MSigDB and KEGG
resources. The EGSEA results for each experimental contrast
are displayed in an interactive heatmap in which pathways are
colored based on the aggregated ‘‘significance score’’ from
the EGSEA library. By default, only pathways meeting an FDRadjusted p.value cutoﬀ of 0.05 in at least one contrast are
displayed. The heatmap can be adjusted to display specific
gene set collections, diﬀerent significance score cutoﬀs, and
selected contrasts. Clicking on a cell from the EGSEA heat map
will generate a heatmap of relative abundances for all proteins
quantified in this gene set. For example, the EGSEA results
showed that genes from the Fischer G2-M Cell Cycle19 and the
BASSO_CD40_SIGNALING_UP gene sets were significantly
altered following iCCK1 or iCCK2 treatment of the SUDHL5
cell line (Fig. 5). The majority of proteins in the G2-M Cell Cycle
gene set were upregulated following inhibitor treatment in the
SUDHL5 cell line, but are largely unaﬀected in the VAL cell line.
In contrast, the majority of proteins from the Basso CD40
Signaling-Up gene set were upregulated in the VAL cell line
following inhibitor treatment. Inspection of the protein diﬀerential expression data revealed a significant increase in CD40,
TRAF1, and TNFAIP3 following iCCK1 and iCCK2 treatment
in the VAL cell line. Thus, clustering and visual inspection
of significantly aﬀected gene sets can facilitate mechanistic
interpretations of proteomic and phosphoproteomic data sets.

Molecular Omics
serving as a template for a complete, adaptable pipeline for
phosphoproteomic analysis.

Data availability
All of the mass spectrometry data is available via ProteomeXchange with identifier PXD015606. The R scripts and example
data is freely available at https://github.com/ByrumLab/ProteoViz.
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In this manuscript, we describe and demonstrate the utility of
ProteoViz to analyze quantitative phosphoproteomic datasets
in an interactive environment to allow for easier biological
interpretation. These interactive tools allow researchers to
rapidly and eﬃciently explore complex phosphoproteome data,
facilitating discoveries that would otherwise remain elusive.
Although the underlying scripts should be run by bioinformaticians, ProtetoViz was developed with the end user
in mind. Its goal is to allocate the data processing to the
bioinformatician, and the interpretation and application to
the biologist. The most popular current tool for phosphoproteomic analysis is Perseus, which requires thorough expertise in the MaxQuant software and its outputs. Additionally, the
Perseus framework requires that the end user performs the
data analysis and first learns all of the software requisites.
With ProteoViz, the data analysis is handled by a bioinformatician, and the end user only requires a web browser to access
the data.
The scripts and example data described in this manuscript
provide a framework for analyzing data and building a user
interface for investigation of the phosphoproteome. However,
the scripts can be modified to incorporate diﬀerent methods of
normalization, new statistical analyses for more complex
experimental designs, and customized user interfaces for each
project. The workflow can also be modified to use diﬀerent R
packages in order to further customize the plotted outputs.
As such, ProteoViz is a powerful tool with the provided scripts
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